
EON models Sharp 518 and Sharp 388 with polyurethane coating are designed for precise work in dry conditions where there is a risk of cuts. 
Sharp 518 provides the highest degree of cut protection during such work operations because it has the highest marking of 5 according to the 
EN 388 standard. For the model Sharp 388 this marking is 3. 

Additional extended TCD protection of the sensitive area between the thumb and the index finger makes EON Sharp 388 a truly revolutionary 
glove in the field of cut protection. If your main problem wit cut protection gloves was tearing of the gloves in this spot while handling rough and 
sharp objects – EON Sharp 388 is the solution. 

Seamlessly knit liner of these gloves is made from quality nylon, which is considered as the most comfortable material for the manufacture of 
liners for dipped gloves. The level of flexibility and comfort for the user is further enhanced by the addition of spandex (EON Sharp 518) and lycra 
(EON Sharp 388) into the liner. The last element of the technically advanced construction of the liner for these models is HPPE (High Performance 
Polyethylene) which provides the before mentioned cut resistance without sacrificing flexibility. In addition to cut resistance, these two models also 
have the highest level of abrasion and tearing resistance – level 4 in accordance with EN 388 standard.
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EON SHARP CUT RESISTANT GLOVES WITH POLYURETHANE COATING – 
ECONOMICAL SOLUTION FOR PRECISE WORK WITH SHARP OBJECTS!
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Unpleasant odor which occurs as a result of sweat in contact with synthetic materials is one of the main 
problems for all safety gloves users. EON gloves Sharp 518 and Sharp 314 have the Swiss antimicrobial 

Sanitized® Actifresh treatment. This treatment of the fibers which are in the construction of the EON gloves 
prevents the occurrence of bacteria which cause unpleasant odors while wearing the gloves through an 
entire work shift and contributes to the feeling of freshness of the hands once the gloves are taken off.
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